


About Moleskine

The Moleskine brand was born of legendary notebooks: 
the portable companions where artists, writers and 
adventurers stored their ideas and memories.

Today, timeless bags, accessories, writing tools, smart 
notebooks, digital tools and device accessories join the 
original black notebook.
Combined, they represent contemporary nomadism around 
the world.

Moleskine is synonymous with culture, imagination, travel, 
memory and personal identity.

Moleskine is a brand with a committed following: a global 
community of creative professionals, knowledge workers, 
students and urban trendsetters who value innovation, 
mobility and the power of imagination.
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Moleskine Eyewear

Eyewear is a natural addition to the Moleskine ecosystem of 
objects, perfectly integrating with a world of analogue and 
digital tools that empower everyday life on the move, 
connecting our audience to a cultural heritage, supporting 
imagination, memory and travel.

With its clean design, with a unique yet discreet shape, 
Moleskine eyewear enables self-expression, becoming part of 
one’s personal identity.
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Moleskine Eyewear features

OPTICAL FRAMES

- No Rx Restrictions

- Elegant, functional, extremely lightweight frames 
(25-40% lighter than regular optical frames) 

- Front: high grade exclusive UTX acetate that has been 
processed in order to be cut very thin and keep it’s 
strength, and hypoallergenic stainless steel.

- Click-in temples that make glasses lay almost flat when 
folded.

- Temples: high flexibility stainless steel.

- Hollow hinges for a clean look

- Moleskine logo lasered on temples.

- Special designed case with the distinctive Moleskine 
“In case of loss” notice on the inside.

- The case reflect the design of Moleskine notebook 



Communication

Moleskine Keywords

Moleskine is synonymous of

CREATIVITY / CULTURE
IMAGINATION / CURIOSITY
TRAVEL / CONTEMPORARY NOMADISM
MEMORY / PERSONAL IDENTITY
INNOVATION / DESIGN
SIMPLE / TIMELESS
MEANINGFUL / TOOLS
ECOSYSTEM OF PRODUCTS
LIFESTYLE BRAND

Moleskine is NOT

FASHION / TRENDY
POOR QUALITY
STANDALONE PRODUCTS
GADGETS
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Moleskine Eyewear Collection

Moleskine is synonymous with culture, 
imagination, travel, memory and identity.

The Moleskine brand was born of legendary 
notebooks:  the portable companions where 
artists, writers and adventurers stored their ideas 
and memories.

Today, bags, accessories, writing tools, smart 
notebooks, digital tools and device accessories 
join the original black notebook.  Combined, they 
represent contemporary nomadism around the 
world.

Like all Moleskine objects and services, Moleskine 
Eyewear is created to enable everyday life on the 
move and empower self expression.

With a clean and distinctive Moleskine look and 
feel, this collection is designed to enable you to 
work, connect, and create on the move.
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Moleskine Optical Frames

Elegant, lightweight and available in a range of colors 
and models to fit your mobile lifestyle.

Designed to enable you to work, connect and create on 
the move, Moleskine Optical Frames are made more 
portable thanks to handy click-in temples that allow 
them to lay almost flat when folded.

These frames come with a special soft case designed to 
reflect the look and feel of the Moleskine Classic 
Notebook.

Match your frames to your notes and simply add 
prescription lenses to keep ideas in sight.

Features
- Elegant, functional, extremely lightweight frames.
- Click-in temples that make glasses lay almost flat when 

folded.
- Front: high grade UTX Acetate from Switzerland, hypo-

allergenic stainless steel and acetate.
- Temples: high flexibility stainless steel.
- Hollow hinges for a clean look
- Moleskine logo lasered on temples.
- Special designed case with the distinctive Moleskine

“In case of loss” notice on the inside.
- The case reflects the design of Moleskine notebooks 
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Moleskine Collection 

MO 1105

MO 2102

MO 3104
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Moleskine Collection 

MO 1100

MO 2108

MO 3100
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In – Store Materials



Available from:

www.eyeweardesigns.com
800.645.6596
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